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TimeTable 1.0 Released - Get Hours From iCal Calendars With Ease
Published on 03/11/08
With TimeTable 1.0, you can view, analyze and total the hours you have recorded in your
iCal calendars. Since you already use your calendars to plan your time, this data is
perfect for tracking time, event and project planning and billing customers for time you
have worked.
Frankfort, Kentucky - With TimeTable 1.0, you can view, analyze and total the hours you
have recorded in your iCal calendars. Since you already use your calendars to plan your
time, this data is perfect for tracking time, event and project planning and billing
customers for time you have worked.
Your events are edited and stored in iCal. TimeTable reads the events directly from your
calendar in real time based on the timeframe you pick.
Standard features include:
* Viewing overall hour based totals and averages
* Viewing individual event details
* Search your results by Title, Notes or Location
Once you have selected the timeframe you want, TimeTable can export this data to text or
comma separated values so you can use the results in other tools like email, invoicing,
time tracking or spreadsheet applications. Since TimeTable only reads iCal data, there is
nothing to save or backup.
Supported Languages:
* US English
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X v10.5 or later
* 1 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
* $10.00 USD for unlimited version
* Free demo version (demo does not allow exporting)
Website:
http://www.stevenriggs.com
Download TimeTable:
http://www.stevenriggs.com/Site/TimeTable_Demo.html

Steven Riggs is an independent Macintosh software developer crafting powerful software for
the Macintosh computer. He is based in Frankfort, KY where he works as an
Analyst/Programmer for the state of Kentucky. For more information and contact details
visit their website. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.
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